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A Flexible NoC–based LDPC code decoder
implementation and bandwidth reduction methods
Carlo Condo, Guido Masera, Senior Member IEEE

Abstract—The need for efficient and flexible LDPC (Low
Density parity Check) code decoders is rising due to the growing
number and variety of standards that adopt this kind of error
correcting codes in wireless applications. From the implementation point of view, the decoding of LDPC codes implies intensive
computation and communication among hardware components.
These processing capabilities are usually obtained by allocating
a sufficient number of processing elements (PEs) and proper
interconnect structures. In this paper, Network on Chip (NoC)
concepts are applied to the design of a fully flexible decoder,
capable to support any LDPC code with no constraints on code
structure. It is shown that NoC based decoders also achieve
relevant throughput values, comparable to those obtained by
several specialized decoders. Moreover, the paper explores the
area and power overhead introduced by the NoC approach.
In particular, two methods are proposed to reduce the traffic
injected in the network during the decoding process, namely
early stopping of iterations and message stopping. These methods
are usually adopted to increase throughput. On the contrary, in
this paper, we leverage iteration and message stopping to cut the
area and power overhead of NoC based decoders. It is shown
that, by reducing the traffic injected in the NoC and the number
of iterations performed by the decoding algorithm, the decoder
can be scaled to lower degrees of parallelism with small losses
in terms of BER (Bit Error Rate) performance. VLSI synthesis
results on a 130 nm technology show up to 50% area and energy
reduction while maintaining an almost constant throughput.
Index Terms—VLSI, LDPC Decoder, NoC, Flexibility, Wireless
communications

I. I NTRODUCTION
LDPC codes were first studied by Gallager in [1], and
later rediscovered by MacKay and Neal [2]: the outstanding
performance offered by these codes led to intensive research
in both theory and implementations. LDPC codes are currently
included in several standards such as IEEE 802.11n [3] and
IEEE 802.16e [4]: the need for flexible decoders able to
support multiple codes is rising, and so is the attention of
the research community. Therefore flexible decoders capable
of working for multiple codes are receiving a significant
attention.
Flexibility issues must be tackled on different fronts:
parametrized processing elements (PE) and specialized programmable processors are valid solutions at the processing
level [5] [6]. On the other side, flexibility must be provided
also at the inter–PE interconnect level. Communication structures optimized for single codes or classes of codes like
[7] and [8] achieve great efficiency by statically mapping
the communication needs on low–cost structures. This is the
approach commonly used with quasi-cyclic LDPC codes [9],
where the peculiar structure of the parity check matrix (H)
permits the usage of very simple interconnect devices like
barrel–shifters.

Though efficient, this approach limits greatly the achievable
level of flexibility: fully flexible decoders must be able to
work with H matrices very different from one another. The
intrinsically flexible Network on Chip paradigm has been
proposed as a possible structure to interconnect both heterogeneous processors (Inter–IP NoCs [10] [11]) and homogeneous
hardware components concurrently executing a single task
(Intra–IP NoCs, [12]). NoC–based LDPC decoders [13] are
composed of a set of (P ) PEs connected by means of an NoC,
which can accommodate the specific communication needs of
any LDPC code.
Stemming from a previously proposed flexible and scalable
NoC based decoder [14], in this work improved architectures
are described with the purpose of showing the feasibility
of the NoC approach. A first decoder implementation is
introduced based on a 5 × 5 two dimensional mesh NoC:
synthesis results for this decoder proves that, notwithstanding
its large flexibility, it is capable to reach high throughput; in
particular it is shown that the designed decoder is compliant
with the WiMAX standard throughput requirements.
However the flexibility offered by the NoC approach comes
at a power and area cost. Therefore modified versions of the
original decoder are proposed to limit both area and power
overhead. These new decoding architectures incorporate two
algorithms able to reduce the amount of messages that PEs
exchange across the NoC in the decoding of LDPC codes.
The first algorithm is an already known method to implement
early stopping of decoding iterations [15]: by limiting to the
minimum the number of iterations sequentially performed by
the decoder on a data frame, the global number of messages
across the NoC is decreased with respect to the case of
a decoder that always runs the same number of iterations.
Various methods for early stopping of iterations have been
proposed to save power during the decoding [16] [17] [18]
[19] [20]. In this paper, iteration stopping is adopted to also
reduce the number of PEs and thus the occupied area.
The second key modification applied to the NoC based
decoder is the introduction of a method to dynamically stop the
delivery of single messages across the NoC, when they are not
strictly required. In particular, in the decoding of LDPC codes,
generated inter–PE messages carry a twofold information: the
sign of the message is a binary information on the value of
a bit in the codeword, while the modulus is associated to
the level of reliability of the binary information. Reliabilities
of the codeword bits tend to grow from one iteration to the
other, but this growth occurs at different rates for different bits.
Therefore the proposed method compares each message to be
delivered with a threshold and if the threshold is passed the
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message is considered as reliable enough and it is not sent. The
reduction in terms of traffic injected by the PEs into the NoC
is exploited to decrease both power and occupied area, leading
to improved NoC based decoders. Provided synthesis results
show that the joint application of the two mentioned methods
achieves relevant advantages with respect to the original NoC
based decoder: occupied area can be reduced up to 43%, while
40% to 57% of dissipated energy is saved.
The paper structure is organized with Section II summarizing the adopted decoding algorithm, while Section III
describes the NoC approach to LDPC code decoding. Section
IV describes briefly the architecture of the single processing
element, Sections V and VI detail two different methods
for reducing the NoC traffic, with implementation issues and
advantages. Section VII shows results in terms of achievable
throughput, occupied area and power saving; comparison with
state of the art solutions are also given. Conclusions are drawn
in Section VIII.
II. LDPC DECODING
An LDPC code is a linear block code characterized by a
sparse parity check matrix H. Columns (index j) of H are
associated to received bits, while rows (index m) correspond
to parity check constraints (PCC). In the layered decoding
method [21], which provides approximately a ×2 factor in
convergence speed w.r.t the two phase decoding, PCCs are
clustered in layers ([22]) and extrinsic probability values are
updated from one layer to the other.
According to the notation adopted in [22]. L(c) represents
the logarithmic likelihood ratio (LLR) of symbol c (L(c) =
log(P {c = 0} /P {c = 1})). For each H column j, bit LLR
L(qj ) is initialized to the corresponding channel–estimated
soft value. Then, for each PCC m in a given layer, the
following operations are executed:
(old)

(old)

) − Rmj

(1)

Ψ(L(qmn ))

(2)

Sign(L(qmn ))

(3)

L(qmj ) = L(qj
X
Amj =

n∈N (m),n6=j

Y

smj =

n∈N (m),n6=j
(new)

Rmj

(new)

L(qj

= −smj Ψ(Amj )
(new)

) = L(qmj ) + Rmj

(4)
(5)

(old)

L(qj ) is the extrinsic information received from the previous layer: it is updated in (5) and eventually passed to
(old)
the following layer. Rmj is used in equation (1); the same
(new)
amount is then updated in (4), Rmj , used to compute (5) and
stored to be used again in the following iteration. N (m) is the
set of codeword bits connected to parity constraint m. Finally,
Ψ(·) is a non–linear non–limited function, often substituted by
the normalized min–sum approximation [23]:
A1mj = minn∈N (m) (|L(qmn )|)

(6)

A2mj = minn∈N (m),n6=t (|L(qmn )|)

(7)

where t is the index related to first minimum A1mj , while A2mj
is the second minimum. Equation (4) is also changed to

6 A1mj
−smj · A1mj /α when |L(qmj )| =
(new)
(8)
Rmj =
2
−smj · Amj /α otherwise
where the normalization factor α is used to limit the approximation performance degradation due to the min–sum non
optimality [23].
III. N O C BASED DECODING
This work focuses on complete flexibility of the decoder
and therefore no assumption is made on the structure of
supported LDPC codes. To achieve such a large flexibility,
the possible use of NoC based interconnect architectures has
already been suggested and partially explored in [24] and
[13]: however, a complete evaluation of the potential of the
NoC based approach in terms of achievable performance and
implementation complexity is not available.
Figure 1 shows the adopted NoC topology, a two–
dimensional toroidal mesh. Each node includes a PE and a
routing element (RE) with five inputs/outputs. The simple
input queuing architecture is implemented with first-in first-out
memory queues (FIFO). Every FIFO is connected to the output
registers by means of a crossbar switch. Since the number of
PCCs in a code is much higher than the number of PEs, several
PCCs will be scheduled on each PE. A control unit (CURE )
generates commands for the RE components, implementing a
given routing strategy. In particular, control bits are necessary
at the cross–bar to implement a given switching of incoming
data, read signals must be applied to the FIFOs, and write
signals are required by output registers. Thus, in general, the
CURE must receive destination addresses for received packets
and implement a certain routing algorithm.
Alternatively, the CURE can be reduced to a simple routing
memory (RM), which statically apply pre–calculated control
signals to the RE. Given a certain code, the inter–processor
communication needs are known a priori, depending on the
structure of the H matrix. To reduce as much as possible
the implementation overhead due to routing information in
the packet header and routing algorithm, the so–called Zero
Overhead NoC (ZONoC) [13] concept can be exploited. For
each supported code the best path followed by all messages
during a decoding iteration is statically derived: a routing
memory in each node stores the necessary controls, avoiding
the routing algorithm implementation and reducing the packet
size and depth of FIFOs.
Static information is derived via simulation on a cycle accurate Python simulation tool. This model receives a description
of the NoC and of the parity constraints mapped on each
PE, and by simulating the behavior of the NoC as PEs inject
messages, produces the routing decisions across a complete
iteration, together with the maximum size of input FIFOs.
These informations can be easily coded into binary control
signals and stored in the routing memory.
IV. A RCHITECTURE OF THE PROCESSING ELEMENT
In this section, the general structure of the PE is summarized. Figure 3 shows a simplified block scheme. The PE
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executes equations (1) to (8) in a pipelined way, in order
to achieve high throughput. Finite precision representation of
data and number of decoding iterations are decided by means
of extensive simulations of the considered LDPC codes.
The data flow begins when previous layer’s extrinsic values
(old)
L(qj ) are received by the PE and stored in L(qj ) MEMORY. This is a two–port memory with Npc × Nd locations,
where Npc is the maximum number of PCCs mapped onto the
PE and Nd is the maximum degree of PCCs.
Similarly to RM, also the Write Address Generator memory
(WAG) is initialized with data obtained via off–line simulation.
Its purpose is to generate writing addresses for incoming mes(old)
sages: since at every PE the sequence of arrival of L(qj ) is
the same through every iteration, it can be derived statically.
WAG MEMORY contains pointers to L(qj ) MEMORY, where
extrinsic values are stored. Fig. 2 shows an example of
L(qj ) MEMORY organization with Nd = 3. The memory
is divided into Npc blocks, each one containing 3 consecutive
locations. In the example, the 2nd scheduled PCC receives
(old)
three L(qj ) values from previous layer: these extrinsic
values are sequentially stored in the 2nd block, starting from
offset 3.
The CNT/CMP unit is a counter used to compute the
read addresses for L(qj ) MEMORY. It counts Nd successive
locations from an initial offset that points at the first L(qj )
of a parity check. Upon recognizing the last read operation, a
new offset and Nd values are loaded. Rmj MEMORY contains
Rmj amounts and it is sized exactly as L(qj ) MEMORY.
(old)
(old)
The subtraction of L(qj ) and Rmj is used to compute

the L(qmj ) values, and the first and second minimum are
derived by the MINIMUM EXTRACTION unit. A cumulative
XOR keeps track of the overall sign L(qmj ).
The output of the COMPARE unit, that implements (8),
is multiplied by 1/α, according to the NMS algorithm to
(new)
obtain Rmj . At the end of the flow, L(qmj ) is retrieved
(new)
by means of a short FIFO and added to Rmj , obtaining the
(new)
new L(qmj ) (5), which is sent to the NoC via an output
buffer.
The implementation results of a flexible decoder based on
the NoC approach are reported in Section VII: a 5 × 5 NoC
and the described PE architecture are used to design an highly
versatile decoder, which reaches a worst–case throughput of
more than 80 Mbps on WiMAX LDPC codes. It also supports
any structured or unstructured LDPC code, up to the block
size of the largest WiMAX code, including codes adopted in
WiFi. This result actually proves that NoC based decoders are
a feasible solution for multi-standard applications.
V. M ESSAGE STOPPING
Two improvements are proposed in this paper to reduce the
amount of messages that have to be exchanged among PEs:
(i) message stopping, that results in a reduction of the traffic
injected into the NoC, and (ii) early stopping of iterations, that
cuts the decoding time. This advantages can be exploited to
reduce dissipated power and occupied area.
A C++/Python fixed point simulation model has been developed for the whole transmission chain, consisting of encoder,
AWGN (additive white gaussian noise) channel and decoder.
The model allows to statistically study the extrinsic values
exchanged among PEs in the layered decoding of a set of
LDPC codes. In particular, Figure 4 shows how extrinsic
values change from one iteration to another: as expected,
extrinsic values tend to increase with iterations and the number
of messages that carry high reliability values for the corresponding bits also increases along the decoding process.
Moreover, divergence from 0 of extrinsics occurs earlier for
higher signal to noise ratios (SNR), while extrinsics tend to
float around the zero at low SNRs, expressing uncertainty
about the bit value.
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Figure 5 shows the distribution of message values at
different iterations. As expected, the number of uncertain
extrinsics decreases as the decoding proceeds, meaning that
most of errors introduced by the channel are corrected in the
initial iterations; remaining errors after initial iterations are
associated to low absolute values of extrinsics (L(qj )). This

behavior of extrinsics can be exploited to reduce the traffic
injected in the NoC. The basic idea is very simple: once a
given extrinsic has reached a high enough value, it is not
updated anymore in the following iterations. This implies that
extrinsics are saturated to a certain limit and saturated values
are not sent through the NoC. We call this method of traffic
reduction on the NoC “message stopping” (MS).
In order to apply MS, extrinsics must be compared against
a threshold during the decoding process and the value of the
threshold has to be decided by simulation. Several thresholds
have been tried for different codes and the value that guarantees at the same time a high number of stopped extrinsics and
a small effect on BER performance has been selected. The
choice of the threshold, THR, is also affected by decoding
algorithm, finite precision representation of data and SNR.
Table I (column 2) shows the average percentages of
stopped messages (Smsg ) for the decoders addressed in Section VII. The given percentages have been computed by
considering two NoC based decoders: decoder A does not
support MS and simply executes decoding iterations up to a
given maximum number Itmax ; the decoding of a frame is
actually stopped before reaching Itmax only if all PCCs are
verified. Decoder B executes the same algorithm as A, but it
also implements MS, meaning that extrinsics are compared
against THR and when THR is passed they are no more
updated. For both decoders, the global numbers of extrinsics
that are updated in the decoding of a data frame are registered
and averaged across several frames. Table I shows that Smsg
ranges between 19% and 40% for considered codes. these
relevant percentages motivated us to further study the impact
of MS on the decoder implementation.
Figure 6 gives the BER curves for different cases of MS
applied to the (2304 , 1152) WiMAX code. Different SNR
losses (0.1, 0.2 and 0.3 dB) are obtained at the 10−5 BER
crossing point. Percentages in Table I have been obtained for
the 0.3 dB case.
In an NoC based decoder, the time length of a decoding
iteration has three components. The first component depends
on the number of cycles taken to inject messages into the
network: ideally, a PE needs Npc × Nd cycles to generate and
send out all messages corresponding to all assigned PCCs. The
second component comes from the distance between source
and destination PEs in the NoC: the physical delivery of a
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message corresponds to a number of hops depending on the
size of the NoC and on the selected path. The last component
derives from the conflicts that occur at NoC nodes when
multiple messages have to be routed across the same port of
the switch. Intuitively, in a small to medium size NoC decoder
the third contribution to the iteration length tends to dominate,
as sent messages generate several conflicts and spend several
cycles in the FIFOs. In such a case, message stopping is a
very efficient way to improve the throughput: if the injected
number of messages is reduced by a certain percentage, the
corresponding throughput is expected to improve by approximately the same percentage.
However, in a larger NoC, the iteration length is dominated
by the first and second contributions, thus the actual gain in
throughput tends to be smaller that the percentage reduction
of injected messages.
The cycle–accurate NoC model has been used to simulate
decoding iterations with and without message stopping. The
throughput gain achieved by means of message stopping in
the decoding of several LDPC codes is reported in Table I
(columns 3 and 4). For each code, two NoC based decoders
have been considered: a large decoder with P12 PEs, and a
smaller one with P22 PEs. In both cases, the throughput Tgain
is provided as a percentage increase with respect to the same
decoding executed with no message stopping. It can be seen
from Table I that larger gains, between 10% and 15%, are
obtained for the smaller NoCs
A. Architecture
Additional architecture components are required to support
the MS (Fig. 7). Each extrinsic L(qj ) to be injected into the
NoC has to be compared against T HR. If |L(qj )| > T HR
the message is considered as reliable enough and must not be
sent. To implement such behavior, the Check Block (CB) is
inserted at the output buffer of each PE. The CB performs the
threshold–message comparison: a subtraction generates a sign
bit, which is appended to the message and used as a ”stopped”
flag (F) to inform the destination PE that the current message
is received for the last time.

T HR Smsg

Code
802.16e
(2304, 0.5)
802.16e
(2304, 0.83)
802.16e
(1632, 0.5)
802.16e
(1632, 0.83)
802.16e
(576, 0.5)
802.16e
(576, 0.83)
802.11n
(1944, 0.75)

Msg. stopping
P1 Tgain P2 Tgain

Early stop
Tgain

16

19%

25

5.2%

9

15.1%

6.2%

17

27%

25

5.5%

9

12.9%

9.2%

14

32%

25

4.2%

9

11.2%

6.2%

16

36%

25

5.6%

9

19.9%

32.8%

10

39%

25

7.9%

9

10.6%

11.3%

12

40%

25

6.3%

9

11.5%

43.9%

16

21%

16

3.7%

9

6.5%

6,7%

To support MS a dynamic routing is also required instead
of a static routing. As the stopping of messages cannot be
predicted, the off–line derivation of routing decisions is not
possible. A packet header must be created, containing the
Destination Node Identifier (DNI), which is used by the
routing algorithm executed at each NoC node to properly
deliver incoming messages. The so-called O1Turn routing
method [25] is adopted in this work due to its reduced
complexity. Finally, an additional field is required in the
packet to compensate for the unpredictable arrival order of
messages. This field (RO) contains the address for writing
the corresponding extrinsic in the L(q) memory. The whole
structure of the packet is shown in Fig. 7, where the field
PAYLOAD contains the extrinsic value.
VI. E ARLY STOPPING OF ITERATIONS
In the decoding of LDPC codes, the average number of
iterations (ANI) is known to be much lower than Itmax :
for example, the first row in Table II shows that, in the
decoding of WiMAX codes with Itmax = 10, the ANI ranges
between 2.9 and 6.1, depending on the SNR. These results
have been obtained on a 5 × 5 topology by simply stopping
the decoding of a frame as soon as a valid codeword is found.
The introduction of an early stopping (ES) criterion can be
of great benefit to reduce power dissipation and several ES
methods have been proposed in the literature to this purpose.
In this work we apply a recently proposed ES method [15] with
the aim of reducing the occupied area. A lower ANI can be
easily exploited to increase the decoding throughput. However
a 5 × 5 NoC based decoder with no ES and no MS (first row
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in Table II) is already compliant with WiMAX standard in
terms of achievable throughput. Therefore we exploit ES to
reduce the degree of parallelism of the decoder, P , and thus
the size of the NoC. In particular we show that a 3 × 3 NoC
decoder with ES guarantees the same throughput offered by
the 5 × 5 architecture with no ES at the cost of a small BER
performance penalty.
In [15] an early stopping method is described with reference
to WiMAX and WiFi LDPC codes. The proposed method
basically detects iterations that are required to correct parity
bits and skip them. To this purpose, incorrect codewords
are divided into two types. Type I takes into account errors
located either in the information part of the codeword or in the
first z positions of the parity part, where z is the expansion
factor of H. Type II refers to errors located in the last M-z
positions of the codeword, where M is the number of rows
in H. At high SNR values (> 1.7 dB), Type II errors are
much more frequent than Type I. Said si the result of the
ith parity check equation, the syndrome vector s is defined as
s = [s0 , s1 , ..., sM −2 , sM −1 ]T .
The
syndrome
accumulation
vector
(SAV)
a = [a0 , a1 , ..., az−2 , az−1 ]T is defined so as
ai =

c−1
X

(si+kz )

k=0

and c = M/z. It is shown in [15] that the SAV vector
is entirely composed by even numbers for Type II errors:
in this case, the decoding process can be stopped with no
loss of information. On the contrary, if an odd number is
present in the SAV, then the codeword is of Type I and the
decoding must continue. Even though presented for WiMAX
and WiFi standards, the ES method can easily be extended to
less structured codes.
The effects of this ES criterion have been evaluated by
means of the same C++/Python simulation model used for
the MS method. Performed simulations show that BER performance is weakly affected by the selected ES method. On
the other side, the ANI is greatly reduced, as shown in Figure
8 for the WiMAX (2304, 0.5) code. It can be seen that the
curves corresponding to the decoding with and without ES
criterion are almost overlapped at low SNR, meaning that the
number of Type II codewords is limited in this region. At high
SNRs, the ES method offers a percentage reduction of ANI
close to 20%

(9)

Additional hardware resources are necessary to support the
described ES method (Figure 9): P Transmission Blocks (TB),
one for each PE, and a unique Early Stopping Block (ESB).
The ES processing can be divided in three steps.
1) In step 1, si are computed for each PCC i (i =
0, 1, . . . , M − 1) and delivered from PEs to ESB. The
computation is locally performed by the TB of each PE:
this simply requires XOR–ing the sign bits of extrinsic
values in PCCs. The delivery requires one dedicated
connection from every PE to the ESB. At receiving,
the si are sequentially stored in the P input memories
SMinh , h = 1, . . . , P .
2) In step 2, si are reordered by means of a shuffling
network (SN) to enable the SAV calculation (9). The
whole set S = {si |i = 0, 1, . . . , M − 1} of syndromes
stored in SMin memories
is actually partitioned into
SP
h
h
P sub–sets: S = h=1 Sin
, where Sin
contains all
si evaluated from PCCs mapped to the hth PE. The
shuffling network generates a new partitioning of S,
where Ssi are divided according to the SAV vector:
z−1 h
h
S = h=0 Sout
, where sub–set Sout
includes all si
evaluated from PCCs belonging to SAV element h.
After shuffling, syndromes are stored in the P output
memories SMouth (h = 1, . . . , P ).
3) In step 3, aj elements of SAV a (j = 0, 1, . . . , z − 1)
are computed in parallel by P xor gates and P SAV
blocks (SB). Since usually z > P , each SB computes in
sequence multiple items of a. A final OR gate generates
the binary output STOP, which is the final decision on
stopping.
The TBs operate concurrently with each decoding iteration
and do not introduce latency. On the contrary, the ESB processing introduces additional cycles of latency: M/P cycles
are necessary to move si syndromes from SMI to SMO
memories; the same number of cycles are required to read P si
syndromes at the time from SMO memories and evaluate the
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Table II
LDPC ARCHITECTURES COMPARISON : CMOS TECHNOLOGY PROCESS (TP), AREA OCCUPATION (A), NORMALIZED AREA OCCUPATION FOR 65 NM
TECHNOLOGY (An), CLOCK FREQUENCY (fclk ), PRECISION BITS (b), AVERAGE ENERGY PER FRAME DECODING (Ef ), MAXIMUM (Itmax ) AND
AVERAGE (ANI) NUMBER OF ITERATIONS , MINIMUM THROUGHPUT (T ) AND SNR TO ACHIEVE BER=10−5 (SN R)
Decoder

No MS
No ES

5 × 5 NoC

No MS
ES

5 × 5 NoC

MS
ES

6 × 3 NoC

MS
ES

4 × 4 NoC

MS
ES

3 × 3 NoC
[6]
[26]
[27]
[13]
[28]
[7]

TP
[nm]

A
[mm2 ]

An
[mm2 ]

fclk
[MHz]

b
[bits]

Ef
[µJ]
1.14

Itmax

ANI

10

130

4.72

1.18

300

8

4.98

10

8.28
0.93
130

130

130

130
65
180
65
130
90
90

5.49

4.20

3.61

2.68
0.62
3.39
1.337
3.7
0.679
6.22

1.37

1.05

0.90

0.67
0.62
0.442
1.337
0.93
0.354
3.24

300

300

300

300
400
100
400
300
400
300

final decision (STOP). The whole latency, 2M/P , corresponds
to several cycles, depending on code length and NoC size,
however it can be easily accomodated within a decoding
iteration. For example, the 5 × 5 NoC based decoder with
no MS and no ES in Table II needs 421 cycles to complete
a single iteration when decoding the (2304,1152) WiMAX
code; for this example, M = 1152 and P = 25, thus the
additional latency to implement ES is 92 cycles, equal to 22%
of the length of one iteration. For the same example code, the
overhead due to the ESB latency can be evaluated in Fig. 8,
where the third curve shows the effective ANI obtained with
the implemented ES method: at 2.2 dB, ES method should
ideally reduce the ANI from 6 to 4.8; the ESB latency causes
a delay in the stopping decision and this changes the ANI
to 5.2, which is still a relevant advantage with respect to the
original value.
The results in terms of throughput gain can be seen in the last
column of Table I for several codes. The given percentages
also take in account the ESB latency.
The ESB contains four types of memories:
1) P SMin memories receive the M syndromes, therefore
each of them has size M/P × 1.
2) P SMout memories receive the reordered syndromes
(size M/P × 1).
3) SNM memory contains controls for the shuffling network. For each syndrome to be moved from SMini to
SMoutj , SNM must enable the right path between ports
i and j. As the network has P input and output ports,
P · dlog2 P e control bits are required. M/P syndromes
are received at each input port. thus the total size for

8

8

8

8
N/A
N/A
6
6
7
6

2.9

Code
length - rate
576 - 0.5

T
[Mb/s]
71

SNR
[dB]
2.9

4.9

1632 - 0.5

78

2.4

10
10

6.1
2.9

2304 - 0.5
576 - 0.5

82
70

2.2
2.9

4.44

10

4.9

1632 - 0.5

76

2.4

7.59
0.56

10
10

6.1
2.9

2304 - 0.5
576 - 0.5

81
70

2.2
3.1

3.26

10

4.9

1632 - 0.5

72

2.6

5.32
0.68

10
10

6.1
2.9

2304 - 0.5
576 - 0.5

74
61

2.4
3.0

3.57

10

4.9

1632 - 0.5

67

2.5

6.69
0.49

10
10

6.1
2.9

2304 - 0.5
576 - 0.5

64
74

2.3
3.2

2.84

10

4.9

1632 - 0.5

71

2.7

4.81

10
20
10
20
10
12
20

6.1
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
6.64
N/A

2304 - 0.5
WiMAX
WiMAX
WiMAX
2304 - 0.5
2304 - 05
WiMAX

72
27.7
68
48 (min)
56
66.7
212 (max)

2.5
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
2.15
2.2 (min)

SNM is M · dlog2 P e bits.
4) Finally, P SWA memories are allocated to store write
addresses for SMout components. For each of them,
M/P words are needed and every word contains
dlog2 (M/P )e address bits, plus one additional bit
to be used as write command for SMout memories.
The total size of a SWA memory is therefore M ·
(1 + dlog2 (M/P )e) bits.
The content of SNM and SWA memories depends on
the specific scheduling of PCCs on decoder PEs. The
global amout of memory can be expressed as M ·
(3 + dlog2 (M/P )e + dlog2 (P )e). For example, the ESB
memory required to support WiMAX codes on a 4 × 4 NoC
based decoder, is obtained with P = 16 and M = 1152 and
is equal to 16K bits.
VII. ACHIEVED RESULTS
The first row in Table II refers to a 25-PEs NoC sized to
support all WiMAX LDPC codes. The decoder is fully flexible
and able to support any other LDPC code with size lower
than the largest WiMAX code. However, in this paper, we
limit presented results to the case of WiMAX codes; obtained
performance on other LDPC codes are available in [14]. Even
if the decoder does not include MS and ES methods, the
number of iterations allowed and the degree of parallelism of
the NoC guarantee a throughput of at least 70 Mbits/s for all
code lengths and rates in WiMAX standard. Comparing this
decoder with implementations reported in the last row of the
Table, it can be seen that the worst–case throughput is quite
high, while larger area is required due to the high degree of
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flexibility provided by the NoC approach. This overhead can
be significantly reduced by introducing ES and MS methods.
Row 2 in Table II is related to a 5 × 5 NoC based decoder
implementing the ES method as described in Section VI.
Comparing this implementation with the decoder in the first
row, which has the same size but does not supports ES, it can
be seen that the worst–case throughput is not dramatically
changed, while occupied area increases by almost 20%, due
to the additional hardware components required to support
ES. The only advantage provided by ES is related to the
average energy dissipated to decode a data frame , Ef , which
is reduced by roughly 20%.
In row 3, results are given for an 18 PEs NoC (6×3) supporting
both ES and MS. The potential offered by MS method is
exploited to reduce the number of PEs, so saving both area
(-11%) and energy (-37%). The throughput still reaches 70
Mbps for the WiMAX codes, while a 0.2 dB penalty is paid
in terms of BER performance.
Two further solutions are explored with decoders in rows 4 and
5. The 4 × 4 NoC based decoder in row 4 provides reduction
of 24% on area and 19% to 40% on Ef , with minor penalties
in terms of throughput (15%) and BER performance (0.1 dB).
The 3 × 3 case achieves the lowest occupied area, which is
comparable with the best implementations reported in the last
row of the Table, and the lowest Ef . Moreover the throughput
is compliant with WiMAX standard. The BER penalty in this
case if 0.3 dB.
VIII. C ONCLUSIONS
The design of a fully flexible NoC based LDPC decoder
is presented, together with two complementary methods for
reducing the traffic injected into the network. These methods
provide relevant area and power saving.
The first proposed decoder implementation offers an unparalleled degree of flexibility and throughput higher than 70
Mbps on WiMAX codes. A penalty in terms of additional area
and power is paid for this decoder with respect to state of the
art dedicated or partially flexible decoders. The other presented
NoC based decoders exploit early stopping of iterations and
message stopping to scale the whole NoC to lower degrees of
parallelism: the scaled architectures still achieve high enough
worst–case throughput at a much lower area and power cost.
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